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Sandy Hook Undead "Victoria Leigh Soto" Alive in
Florida?

Sandy Hook Five Years Later - Victoria Soto ALIVE in Florida
Open Intelligence Agency Posted on December 15, 2017
Archive.org
__________________________________

Multiple VICKI SOTO RIP Pages Uploaded Days Before SHOT DEAD at Sandy Hook

Archive.org

__________________________________

WIKI: "On December 14, 2012, Soto was teaching her first grade class at Sandy Hook
Elementary School, when Adam Lanza made his way into the school, and began to shoot staff
and students. After killing fifteen students and two teachers in the first classroom, Lanza
entered Soto's classroom. Media reports state that Soto had hidden several children in a
closet, and when Lanza entered her classroom, Soto told him that the children were not there
and that they were in the school gym. When several children ran from their hiding places,
Lanza began shooting at the students. Soto was shot after she "threw herself in front of her
first grade students." A later police report was unable to verify this turn of events. A
photograph of Soto's sister awaiting news of her sister on her cell phone was taken by
Associated Press photographer Jessica Hill and widely reproduced across the globe.

Some news outlets labeled the photograph "iconic" and said that it has come to
symbolize the tragedy."
Victoria Leigh Soto (WIKI)

It's a reminder all over again, it kills': Vicki Soto's sister talks about
gut-wrenching picture of her crying that has come to represent the
Sandy Hook massacre.
Daily Mail
_______________________________________________
Multiple VICKI SOTO R.I.P. Pages Uploaded to Facebook

_______________________________________

More Sandy Hook Debunking

The ADULTS:
Anne Murphy
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook2015Murphy
Nancy Lanza
https://archive.org/details/NancyLanzaTheUNDEADOfSandyHook
Dawn Hochsprung
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook2015Hochsprung
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook2016DawnHochsprungTODAY

Lauren Rousseau
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook2015Rousseau
Rachel Davino
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook2015PreviewRachelDavino
The CHILDREN;
https://archive.org/details/SandyHookVictimsAreAllAliveAndWell
While the photographs you saw were of real children who are still alive, the NAMES we all
were given, were of children who were never born;
https://archive.org/details/SandyHookPHANTOMS
FBI Confirms No One Died;
https://archive.org/details/sandy-hook-even-fbi-statistics-indicate-no-one-died
Federal Death Master File records also confirm none of the children died;
https://archive.org/details/SandyHook-NoDeathsNoVictims
https://archive.org/details/NoOneDiedInSandyHookTestimony

